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abstract
Human activity recognition is a core component of context-aware, ubiquitous computing
systems. Traditionally, this task is accomplished by analysing signals of wearable motion
sensors. While successful for low-level activities (e.g. walking or standing), high-level
activities (e.g. watching movies or attending lectures) are difficult to distinguish from
motion data alone. Furthermore, instrumentation of complex body sensor network at
population scale is impractical. In this work, we take an alternative approach of leveraging
rich, dynamic, and crowd-generated self-report data from social media platforms as the
basis for in-situ activity recognition. By treating the user as the ‘‘sensor’’, we make use of
implicit signals emitted from natural use of mobile smartphones, in the form of textual
content, semantic location, and time. Tackling both the task of recognizing a main activity
(multi-class classification) and recognizing all applicable activity categories (multi-label
tagging) from one instance, we are able to obtain mean accuracies of more than 75%.
We conduct a thorough analysis and interpret of our model to illustrate a promising first
step towards comprehensive, high-level activity recognition using instrumentation-free,
crowdsourced, social media data.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Human activity recognition (AR) provides the basis for developing context-aware services and applications. Novel applications are recently surfacing to provide just-in-time information. A well known example is the commercial product Google
Now,1 which learns the daily routine of the user to provide relevant information like local weather or driving directions.
Intuitively, two dominant signals for such context-aware services are location and time, which can already provide
rough estimates to infer simple and non-specific activity routines like ‘‘working’’ or ‘‘staying at home’’. To detect more
fine-grained activities, Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are popularly employed. Using such sensor packages, often worn
by the user, accelerometers, gyroscopes, and sometimes magnetometers acquire the user’s motion and thereby his physical
movements. In this way, researchers have been investigating the recognition of various activities, ranging from low-level
ones (standing, sitting, or walking) [1] to physical activity (cycling or working out) [2,3] to higher level routines (having
dinner or commuting) [4,5] that consist of numerous sub-activities (preparing food, eating, clearing the table).
With the advent of the smartphone and availability of mobile Internet access, users can stay connected with their
friends at any time and express themselves and their current situation via status updates or image uploads. Known as
‘‘microblogging’’, users write short on-the-spot updates about their life and publish these to their social circles or interested
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followers. Messages are usually short: just 140 characters with optional image attachment in the case of Twitter. According
to Twitter’s official blog [6,7], Twitter users were generating 340M tweets daily in 2012 with 140M active users, compared
to 200M Tweets daily in 2011, 65M in 2010 and 2M in 2009. Therefore, it is to be expected that a large fraction of users
posts regularly about their routine life experiences. Investigated by [8], typical content ranges from daily life experiences
to special interests and news. In this work, we explore a novel path to conduct activity recognition. Instead of collecting
evidence from instrumented sensors, we ‘‘probe’’ users indirectly by picking up implicit signals from their natural mobile
phone usage as they post to social media platforms.
As smartphones essentially enable any-time use of social media platforms, relevant properties emerge for collecting
evidence about the user’s activity. First, content is shared in real-time and focuses on experiences that ‘‘happen right now’’
[9]. Second, ‘‘daily chatters’’ share content multiple times a day [8]. Third, and most importantly, it has been shown that the
majority of users focus on themselves, rather than on, for example, sharing plain information or opinions [10]. Moreover,
social media usage is widespread geographically and has become a natural part of people’s daily lives, much of it taking
place on smartphones. As a consequence, an abundance of data revealing a user’s activities is generated implicitly by the
user. Through social media platforms that record such data, we can obtain rich signals for activity recognition without any
additional instrumentation. This data is spontaneously-generated and naturally occurring, thereby providing in-the-wild
sensing without the restrictions of laboratory environments. Our goal is not to incentivize users to post explicitly about
his activities or to post in higher quantities. Instead, we argue that data collected by social media platforms can be directly
fed into activity- or context-aware systems. As such, artefacts from user-social platform interaction can be understood as a
reflection of the user’s daily activities.
However, because users are not constrained beforehand to systematically post specific daily situations or activities for
self-reporting, this opens the question as to how to define a common scheme for activity. Here, we make use of a standardized
activity taxonomy from the American Time-Use Survey (ATUS) [11]. It is defined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the
United States for investigating time-use of the American population. The taxonomy describes a comprehensive, multi-tier
hierarchy of typical activities people perform in everyday life. It has been investigated for ubiquitous computing systems as
well in the past [12,13]. We select this taxonomy for its relevancy, comprehensive coverage, and also its overlap with other
activity surveys from healthcare [14,15].
Social media instances are short and abrupt in nature, leading to potentially ambiguous and/or manifold interpretations
of activity classes. Take the common example of dining out with friends, should it be classified, or even labelled, as ‘‘Eating
& Drinking’’ or ‘‘Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure’’ (categories of [11])? Therefore, it is a challenging task, not only for machine
learning techniques, but even for humans to agree on a single activity when examining the expressed content afterwards.
We contrast this work with our earlier investigation [16] by allowing multi-labelling and learning of composite activities in
hopes of alleviating such ambiguity to comprehensively capture activity implications from social media.
In this paper, we investigate the potential of harvesting and extracting publicly self-reported activities through social
media. Using text mining and machine learning techniques, we build statistical models to map user signals to activity classes.
The key research questions we aim to answer are, therefore:

• Is it feasible to crowdsource labelling of noisy social media posts to identify human activities?
• Can we automatically estimate the main activity and simultaneously occurring, manifold activities of a user from social
media posts?
Towards these two questions, we make the following contributions:

• We present an architecture for gathering and labelling activity reports. In an attempt to comprehensively cover the variety of possible human activities, we rely on social media platforms for large-scale gathering of data and crowdsourcing
engines for labelling of data.
• Although noisy and unstructured, we characterize our dataset to reveal the rich variety of activities contained within it
and the potential of such data to reflect collective human behaviour.
• Finally, we construct an activity recognition model capable of recognizing the main activity category as well as all applicable categories (for manifold activities) from 10 activity classes, with accuracies of 76% and 75%, respectively. We provide
a thorough evaluation and model interpretation comparing the use of single-labelled and multi-labelled training data.
We find that, while both approaches perform similarly well for main activity classification, multi-labelled training data
is necessary to successfully capture the manifold activities implied within social media instances.
In Section 2, we first review existing work in the area of instrumentation-free approaches for human activity recognition.
Then, in Section 3, we present our system architecture and the crowdsourced labelling task. In Section 4, we discuss
the collected dataset and challenges that arise from harvesting social media data for activity inference. We describe our
model in Section 5 for automatic activity recognition based on a crowd-labelled dataset. We present quantitative results
evaluating our approach in Section 6 and discuss the limitations of our approach as well as potential solutions to address
these limitations in Section 7. Finally, we conclude and provide an outlook for our work in Section 8.
2. Related work
Since the pioneering work of Bao and Intille [17], activity recognition (AR) research has evolved significantly due to
the increasing ubiquity of commercially-available mobile and wearable devices. A summative review by Lane et al. [18]
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in 2010 highlights existing achievements, challenges, and future directions for the role of AR research in the context of
mobile sensing. From the AR community, recent research tackle challenges still preventing AR as a widely deployed service.
Significant topics include reducing energy consumption on mobile devices [19,20], personalization of activity models [21],
and detection of group activities [22,23]. While such issues are critical for conventional AR approaches leveraging physical
mobile sensors, our work complements these developments by leveraging another significant aspect, the user. By treating
the user as the sensor, we conduct AR from informative self-reports as they are emitted naturalistically. For the rest of this
section, we discuss existing literature on two fronts relevant to our work: the use of instrumentation-free signals for AR and
crowdsourcing techniques for obtaining training labels.
2.1. Crowd-generated signals for activity recognition
There exists previous work that investigates the use of ‘‘freely-available’’ information to augment the performance of AR
systems without additional instrumentation. For example, Ye et al. [24,25] leverage temporal features to increase activity
classification performance and [26] achieve significant performance gains by augmenting sensor-based features with a
temporal rhythm model of the user’s daily activities. In addition to time, routinely visited locations such as home, work,
or a school can indicate pursued activities such as leisure, working, or picking up someone [27]. However, burdensome data
acquisition efforts limit these studies to a small number of users and simple activities, inhibiting a general application to a
multitude of users.
Towards large-scale data usage, earlier work by [28] utilizes query results of Google to build models for activities of
daily living. Despite the use of web-scale knowledge, primitive activities (e.g. brushing teeth) were addressed while the
detection of activity routines were not investigated. Recently, time-use survey data, collected by government organizations
through telephone interviews, are being exploited to aid context-aware systems. Partridge and Golle [12] leverage the
American Time-Use Survey data to learn mappings between location semantics and activities. This work is extended by [13]
in 2013, where the German Time-Use Survey is compared. Although such data is well-annotated and incorporates input from
thousands of subjects, there is significant cost for governmental organizations to conduct such surveys regularly. Therefore,
coverage is limited to certain parts of the world. Furthermore, an additional step to obtain ‘‘semantics’’ of a user’s current
location is required for activity inference. In other words, the user’s absolute location (geo-coordinates) would need to be
converted to a relative location (i.e. a reverse geocoding step to obtain venue type).
One rationale to substantiate the use of large-scale social data comes from [10], where they illustrate the different
types of content that is generated on Twitter. In their study, 41% of the content can be categorized as ‘‘Me Now’’ and
is the leading category. This shows that self-reporting is readily available from such data. Moreover, the user-base is
geographically widespread and increasingly encompassing of various strata of society. Although a relatively new idea, others
have already started exploring the use of social media data to understand human activities. In the recent work of Pan et al.
[29], communication data from Gmail, Facebook, and Twitter are analysed to extract daily behaviour patterns. Based on an
assumed correlation to daily life behaviour, they infer the well-being, in turn, the sentiment of a person. We differentiate
our work by focusing on inferring user activity from online content as opposed to user emotions. The work of Dearman and
Truong [30] shows that it is possible to utilize Yelp reviews to identify potential activities. They validate their system with
human reviewers to compare precision and recall of potential activities extracted. In later work, this method is applied to
construct a mobile system to provide guidance for exploration of urban spaces [31]. Essentially, their approach relies on partof-speech tagging to extract explicit verb–noun pairs (e.g. purchase-book) to identify activities from crowd-generated text.
However, the disadvantage is that some phrases (e.g. at the park, it is a beautiful day for recreational activities) implicitly
signal the user’s activity without using indicative verb–noun pairs. On the other hand, a sentence may contain multiple
nouns or verbs that create an ambiguous scenario for automated algorithms to make the correct matching. Therefore,
the nuances of language, particularly in the case of unstructured web texts, pose significant challenges and ambiguities
for rule-based approaches to conduct activity extraction. By using a supervised machine learning approach, we can learn
patterns of concurrence between certain grams and activity labels. For example, we may discover significant statistical
relationships associating the grams ‘‘recreational’’ and ‘‘beautiful’’ with leisurely activities, even though both of these are
tagged as adjectives.
We differentiate our work from [12,30,31] in another fundamental way. As they generate a model of potential activities
for various venues, we illustrate our approach for inferring the current activity of a user. By assuming every microblog
instance captures an activity, our machine learning approach draws from textual features as well as other facets of context,
like location and time. Through this multi-faceted view of the context, our employment of supervised machine learning is
capable of learning the mapping between naturalistic self-reports to in-situ activity classes.
2.2. Crowdsourced labels for activity recognition
Given the free-form, incomplete, and noisy nature of social media text, providing sufficiently labelled training instances
for machine learning algorithms is an essential challenge. A recent approach employed by researchers is to crowdsource
a component that is difficult for computers, but easy for humans (e.g. data labelling) [32,33]. In addition, crowdsourcing
requires gathering input from a large number of contributors via the web or another information access platform, such as
SMS [34].
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Fig. 1. System architecture for gathering and modelling activities from in-situ, self-report social platform data.

To conduct crowdsourcing, a number of platforms exist. In paid crowdsourcing, Amazon Mechanical Turk2 is one of
the earliest and leading platforms where workers from around the world work for monetary incentives. Interestingly,
experimental platforms for crowdsourcing are emerging to ensure work quality and enabling of developing regions [35,36].
Furthermore, researchers have also assessed the utility of crowdsourcing for various tasks and provide guidelines for
properly motivating workers [37,38]. Given the findings of previous researchers, we deem crowdsourcing as an appropriate
venue for labelling social media instances, particularly due to the low difficulty of such tasks and scalability provided by
crowdsourcing platforms. In our experimentation, we utilize the paid crowdsourcing Crowd Flower,3 as it aggregates a large
number of workers from multiple platforms for scalability, provides effective quality assurance measures, and extensive
reporting features for analysis.
3. Gathering self-reports from social media data
In Fig. 1, we present our system architecture. In the following two subsections, we will first discuss the data collection
and feature generation processes. Then, we illustrate the labelling of social media instances by crowdsourcing.
3.1. Collecting social media data
To gather crowd-generated self-reports, we use Twitter’s streaming API4 to gather real-time Tweets as they are posted
on Twitter. Although our standard developer account receives only a very small fraction of the total volume of Tweets, we
collected 157,257 instances between July 4, 2013 and July 30, 2013. Our collection is limited to English tweets in the San
Francisco metropolitan area as indicated in the bounding box shown in Fig. 2.
Even though Twitter’s original purpose is to serve as a venue for concise self-expressions, which is indeed its main
purpose currently, it has evolved to become a general purpose platform for online communication. As such, Twitter is linked
to by various other social media platforms, such as Foursquare and Instagram, so that users posting to these platforms can
also automatically replicate their post on Twitter.
Sometimes, opinions or general thoughts are posted for sharing. Other times, entire conversations of multiple parties are
Tweeted through the ReTweet function as replies are generated. For our purpose of understanding people’s in-situ activities,
we filter out content irrelevant to what one is doing at the moment. As a coarse selection, we filter for tweets ‘‘checking-in’’
to a geo-location while posting a text and/or photo. From these tweets, one is able to identify the in-situ activity with much
more clarity via additional context information (e.g. venue location) and potentially moment-capturing photographs.
From the Feature Extraction block of Fig. 1, additional context is fetched to augment the original Tweets. From Foursquare,
we obtain venue information, such as venue category, using the Venue Search API5 by looking up the geo-coordinates of
2 https://www.mturk.com/.
3 http://www.crowdflower.com/.
4 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis.
5 https://developer.foursquare.com/docs/venues/search.
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Fig. 2. Map of geographical area in San Francisco from which self-report instances were gathered. The bounding box has coordinates of (37.7099,
−122.5137) in the lower corner and (37.8101, −122.3785) for the upper corner.

Tweets. From Instagram, we obtain corresponding ‘‘check-in’’ photos if the Tweet instance contains an Instagram reference
link. After augmentations from these two platforms, our Tweet instances contain the text, venue name, venue category,
local post time, reference link to the original Foursquare or Instagram page, and corresponding photo for Instagram Tweets.
As we will show later, to a certain extent, our model is able to recognize activities with just the text contained in the
tweet; nevertheless, additional pieces of contextual information clarify the crowdsourced labelling process and improve
classification performance in our activity recognition system.
3.2. Labelling for self-reported activities
We treat all information from an augmented instance as in-situ signals depicting the abstract notion of an ‘‘activity’’
that the user is engaged in and expressing. Using the ATUS taxonomy, we structure the infinitely possible number of highlevel daily activities into major activity categories. As shown by [39], the inherent bias in social media data is skewed
and under-represents activity categories such as ‘‘Caring for household members’’ or ‘‘Religious and spiritual activities’’.
We find a similar pattern in our dataset and adapt the ATUS taxonomy to include the same activity categories as in [39]:
Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure; Eating & Drinking; Sports, Exercise, & Recreation; Consumer Purchases; Work-Related; Education;
Commuting; Professional Services; Household Activities; Personal Care.
Using these categories, we crowdsource the task of manually labelling activities through the CrowdFlower6 platform.
To assure labelling quality, CrowdFlower collects ‘‘gold’’ labels from experimenters in order to assess the qualification and
seriousness of crowd workers. We manually labelled 167 instances ourselves to provide coverage in all categories. The ‘‘gold’’
labels are used in two ways: First, crowd workers are required to obtain at least 10 ‘‘gold’’ units correct before proceeding
to standard units. Second, based on labelling accuracy of ‘‘gold’’ units, CrowdFlower calculates a trust score between 0 and
1 to weigh the contribution of each worker on the final, aggregated label result. CrowdFlower adjusts worker trust based on
randomly inserted ‘‘gold’’ instances to continuously monitor worker trust. In our tasks, workers are removed if their trust
score dips below 0.7. To be further robust to noisy labels, we tune the task redundancy to 10, which implies every task will
be labelled by at least 10 trusted workers.
Due to the short, unstructured nature, and varying usage purpose of social media posts, there exist ambiguity when
labelling categories of activities. For example, an instance with the self-report text of ‘‘Training so hard at the gym today’’
can be easily categorized as ‘‘Sports, Exercise, & Recreation’’. On the other hand, posting ‘‘San Francisco rules! Tonight
we are in Oakland at Eli’s, spread the word!’’ can be quite ambiguous as to whether the activity is ‘‘Work-Related’’ or
‘‘Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure’’. To alleviate such ambiguity, we leverage the aforementioned context augmentation to

6 http://www.crowdflower.com.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of a task instance, in which a crowd labeller is asked to provide the ground truth to the user’s current activity. Upon mouseover, example
activities for each category would appear to guide the decision.

provide additional cues for labellers. In addition, the original post’s URL is provided so the labeller can access additional
information about the instance, such as comments.
Another source of ambiguity occurs when labelling instances with a single activity category. Often, instances may contain
manifold activities, such as the instance ‘‘Let’s start our foodie weekend with dim sum and friends!’’ upon checking-in at a Dim
Sum Restaurant. Given the labelling task of identifying a single activity category as in our previous work [16], crowdsourced
labels may be divided between ‘‘Eating & Drinking’’ and ‘‘Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure’’, thereby introducing noise into the
classification process. In this work, we extend our labelling task by allowing for multi-activity tagging of instances to have a
maximum of three applicable activity categories per instance. Effectively, this transforms our modelling approach to address
a multi-label classification problem, allowing us to decrease labelling ambiguity and capture the potentially manifold nature
of self-reports.
In Fig. 3, an example instance is shown to demonstrate what a crowd-worker sees. For each instance, two tasks are
posed: check up to three applicable activity categories and specify a main activity from a drop-down field that best describes
the moment. We deploy tasks to online workers from English-speaking countries (Canada, United States, United Kingdom,
Australia, and New Zealand) with the following instructions:
Given a tweet describing an Instagram upload, identify the categories of activities that the user is trying to capture at
that moment. Please mouseover first (press alt while mouseover if necessary) to familiarize yourself with activity
examples of each category. If multiple activities are selected, identify one main primary activity in the drop-down menu.
Please base your selection also on the context (geographical, time, venue type, photo if available, and text snippet) provided.
Aside from the information we provide, feel free to click the link to check out the original post.
4. Crowd-generated activities data
The 157,257 collected tweets from the San Francisco area are filtered by examining whether the embedded URLs
contain the domain names ‘‘4sq.com’’ or ‘‘instagram.com’’. The resultant set contains 43,835 instances of geo-tagged tweets
representing Foursquare ‘‘check-ins’’ or Instagram posts. Due to limited labelling funding, we uniformly sub-select from
these instances to obtain 6024 samples to post on the crowdsourcing platform, CrowdFlower.
In total, we paid out approximately $500 USD to obtain all labels. Dividing up all instances into 4044 tasks of Instagram
instances and 1813 Foursquare instances, we initially launched the Instagram tasks for $0.05 USD per 10 judgements (8
regular + 2 ‘‘gold’’ tasks). Within 92 h, all Instagram tasks were labelled satisfactorily after receiving 56,978 responses,
of which 40,850 were trusted judgements according on-going quality monitoring by comparing against the ‘‘gold’’ labels.
In terms of users, the 621 out 3217 unique workers were rejected from the experiment due to poor performance. To
maximize labelling quantity, we lowered the payment to $0.03 USD for 10 judgements for the Foursquare instances. The
1813 Foursquare tasks were finished after 181 h, during which, 18,160 trusted judgements and 1760 untrusted judgements
were entered. The number of disqualified workers was 37 out of 363 total contributors.
In Table 1, we provide some sample instances of the raw data and the label distribution from both the single-labelling
and multi-labelling tasks. It can be seen that while some instances belong distinctly into one category (e.g. rows 1 and 6),
multiple categories are equally applicable for others (e.g. row 5).

Work-Related

Professional Services

Commuting

Eating and drinking
Socializing, Relaxing, &
Leisure

Sat Jul 06 07:39:00 PDT 2013
YetiZen Innovation Lab
Tech Startup
Text: ‘‘It’s going to be a very Zen-like #Hackathon #AngelHack #HumanApi’’

Wed Jul 10 16:45:10 PDT 2013
Don Rafa’s Cyclery
Bike Shop
Text: ‘‘Best bike repair shop in the city. Getting the gears tuned up. ’’

Fri Jul 12 13:54:18 PDT 2013
San Francisco Caltrain Station
Train Station
Text: ‘‘Off work early so headed home and then the gym’’

Sat Jul 13 10:31:58 PDT 2013
City View Restaurant
Dim Sum Restaurant
Text: ‘‘Let’s start our foodie weekend with dim sum and friends!’’

Sat Jul 20 13:02:10 PDT 2013
Yerba Buena Gardens
Park
Text: ‘‘Merola opera in the gardens. Really sunny day downtown.’’

2

3

4

5

6

Eating & Drinking

Main Activity

1

Gastropub

Location Type

Fri Jul 05 11:35:28 PDT 2013
The Tipsy Pig
Text: ‘‘Lunch at the Pig. Pulled Pork Sandwich.’’

Location Name

Posting Time

Row

Table 1
Table illustrating sample data instances harvested from Tweeted ‘‘check-ins’’ in the San Francisco metropolitan region.

Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure (90%); Sports, Exercise, &
Recreation (10%)

Eating & Drinking (56%); Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure (39%);
Consumer Purchases (6%)

Commuting (62%); Sports, Exercise, & Recreation (31%);
Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure (8%)

Professional Services (50%); Consumer Purchases (25%);
Sports, Exercise, & Recreation (25%)

Work-Related (58%); Socializing, Relaxing, Leisure (42%)

Eating & Drinking (64%); Socializing, Relaxing, Leisure (36%)

Multi-Label Distribution
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Table 2
Distribution of labels in dataset as generated by crowd workers.
Label category

Single label proportion

Multi label proportion

Socializing, relaxing, & Leisure
Eating & drinking
Sports, exercise, & recreation
Work-related
Consumer purchases
Commuting
Education
Professional services
Personal care
Household activities

44.33% (2661)
26.45% (1588)
12.21% (733)
6.70% (402)
5.05% (303)
2.85% (171)
1.27% (76)
0.85% (51)
0.18% (11)
0.12% (7)

27.44% (5831)
15.17% (3223)
11.15% (2370)
13.18% (2801)
13.58% (2886)
6.93% (1472)
4.49% (955)
4.08% (867)
2.07% (440)
1.91% (405)

4.1. Activity label distribution
Table 2 shows the distribution of labels received from CrowdFlower. We find the majority of instances (>80%) are labelled
with ‘‘Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure’’, ‘‘Eating & Drinking’’, and ‘‘Sports, Exercise, & Recreation’’ as the main activity category.
This is not surprising since leisurely experiences are readily shared on social media platforms as opposed to work-related
ones. Although there is significant skew in the categories, we notice that even the least populated categories contain some
instances. Therefore, prolonged data collection would alleviate the lack of data for the lesser represented activity categories.
Comparing single-labelling (main activity category) with multi-labelling (all applicable activity categories), the skew
is less significant when multiple activity categories can be assigned to a single instance. This demonstrates the potential
of social media posts to capture manifold activities simultaneously. By allowing multi-labelling, we prevent the loss of
applicable labels in secondary or tertiary activity categories.
To assess the extent in which instances are multi-labelled, we calculate the standard metrics of label cardinality [40]
defined as:
|D|


LC =

|Si |

i=1

|D|

(1)

where |D| is the number of instances in the dataset and |Si | is the number of labels tagged for the instance i. For our dataset,
we find an LC value of 3.54 on the raw labels we receive. This means, on average, each instance is labelled with approximately
3–4 activity labels from 10 crowd labellers.
4.2. Labelling ambiguity of daily activities
Labelling ambiguity can arise from inappropriate labelling noise as well as inherent ambiguity of self-report instances. For
the task of identifying the main activity category, we quantify the level of labelling ambiguity by examining the agreeability
of labellers. This is defined as the number of labels in the most common category over number of all labels obtained. Similarly
for multi-labelling of activities, agreement is defined as the count of the label set with the highest frequency over all unique
label sets obtained.
In Fig. 4, we plot the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of agreement levels. The stepping pattern
noticeable in the ECDF functions is an effect of having 10 labellers per instance. For labelling the main activity category,
we see that a larger portion of our data received quite high agreement, where approximately 50% of the instances receive
an agreement score between 0.8 and 1.0. On the other hand, multi-labelling of all applicable categories resulted in
less agreement, where 50% of the instances receive an agreement score between 0.6 and 1.0. This shows that, while a
main activity may be quite salient, potential secondary and tertiary interpretation is more subjective and up for labeller
interpretation.
4.3. Temporal distribution of activities
Although our data contain bias due to the nature of what people share on social media platforms, it is reasonable to
assume that we capture a realistic representation for activity categories with significantly more instances (e.g. Socializing,
Relaxing, & Leisure; Eating & Drinking; Sports, Exercise, & Recreation). For these categories, we note that the temporal
patterns are aligned with common expectations of what people do in their routine day-to-day lives.
In Fig. 5, we plot a wave graph to show the main activity category distribution and variation in activity levels against
time. On the horizontal axis, we plot time as the weekly hour (0th–167th). On the vertical axis, the number of instances
is depicted (see scale for absolute numbers). As a result, we notice the ‘‘pulse’’-like pattern for the days of the week. It is
interesting to note some visually salient patterns from the figure.
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0.6
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0.0
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Cumulative Proportion

0.8

1.0

ECDF Plot for Single–Label and Multi–Label Agreement

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Agreement
Fig. 4. Empirical CDF of crowd consensus on activity category labels for single-labelling of main activity category and multi-labelling of all applicable
activity categories.
100
75

Number of Instances

50
25
0
25
50
75
100

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Fig. 5. Weekly pulse of various activities in the San Francisco area. The varying heights of the wave depict variations in the number of instances for that
time slot. The coloured layers depicting activity categories are in order from top to bottom: Commuting (Lime), Consumer Purchases (Maroon), Eating &
Drinking (Teal), Education (Purple), Household Activities (Yellow), Personal Care (Fuchsia), Professional Services (Green), Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure
(Red), Sports, Exercise, & Recreation (Olive), Work-Related (Orange). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

As expected, the quantity of activity reports are much higher, per day, on weekends (Friday, Saturday, Sunday) than
weekdays (weekend average: ∼1050 instances/day vs. weekday average: ∼714 instances/day). For each day of the week,
a clear increase and decrease in activity levels can be observed to mark a 24-h interval. However, weekend days sustain
activity levels much longer into the evening than weekdays. In terms of when different activities take place, we notice social
activities (red) spread more or less evenly (relative to overall activity quantity) throughout the week, although increasing
significantly over the weekend, as expected. On the other hand, sports-related activities are more time-specific in their
occurrence. Namely, they tend to take place Monday/Friday/Saturday evenings, and Sunday morning. This is understandable
since people tend to have more time to exercise over the weekend; hitting the gym Monday evening as a result of guilt from
a lazy weekend is also commonplace.
5. Constructing activity models from social media data
From the above harvesting methodology and data characterization, we show that it is feasible to capture a rich, diverse,
and abundant collection of implicit signals for inferring human activities. In this section, we present our method for
modelling the mapping of these signals to ground truth activity categories.
5.1. Feature construction
As the main form of our data is unstructured text, we take a classical text mining approach using n-gram features.
Specifically, we extract unigrams and bigrams from text snippets, where each gram serves as one feature in our model.
We follow standard text processing techniques of stemming and stop-word removal to reduce feature dimensionality. For
example, the phrase ‘‘the cats are home’’ would generate three features: the unigrams ‘‘cat’’ and ‘‘home’’, as well as the
bigram ‘‘cat home’’. The words ‘‘the’’ and ‘‘are’’ are removed while ‘‘cats’’ is stemmed to remove the inflectional suffix.
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As mentioned, we also augment the context for which the activity occurs by leveraging venue type, name, and occurrence
time. Even though Instagram photos are used in the labelling, we currently do not explore computer vision techniques to
derive graphical features for our model. To fuse multiple sources of features we do derive, we simply concatenate our feature
matrices. We derive the following sets of features:
1. Tweet Text: After extracting unigrams and bigrams we use Tf-Idf scaling to construct our textual feature matrix. The
feature weight is calculated as follows, where tft ,d is the frequency of n-gram t in tweet d, |D| is the total number of
tweets in the corpus D, and dft is the number of times the term t appears in all documents:

w ft ,d


 1 + log tft ,d
= (|D|/dft ) + 1
0

tft ,d > 0
else.

(2)

2. Venue Semantics: Since each instance is geo-referenced to a Foursquare venue, we extract the semantic category of the
venue (e.g. synagogue, Mexican restaurant). We binarize these categories to construct an indicator matrix. Venues with
multiple venue tags are indicated with all tags.
3. Venue Name: Similar to how we extract features from Tweet Text, we also extract n-gram features from the name of
the venue in which the activity happens. These features could be indicative in some cases since venue owners typically
name their establishment according to the main activity provided (e.g. China Garden Restaurant for eating).
4. Posting Time: Associated with each time is also the posting time. From Fig. 5, our visualization of activity distribution over
time shows several intuitive characteristics, described in 4.3. While weekdays and weekends illustrate clearly different
distribution and volume of activities, activity patterns also differ within weekdays (e.g. Monday evening) and weekend
days (e.g. Friday night vs. Sunday night). We chunk the time data by hour of the week to provide the classifier with finegrained delineation of the data. The hour of week is then binarized to construct an indicator vector for each instance.

5.2. Classifying for activity categories

5.2.1. Classification tasks
We investigate two classification tasks in this work: multi-class classification of the main activity category represented
in each social media post and multi-label classification of activity tags. The motivation of the former is to precisely identify
the key activity as in our earlier work [16]. Our motivation for the latter is to more comprehensively capture the potential
of a social media post to contain manifold activities.
Two paradigms of multi-label classification exist: algorithm exploitation (e.g. intrinsic multi-output nature of decision
trees [41] and ensemble methods [42]) and problem transformation. To permit the general applicability of any binary
classification algorithm, we elect to use the standard binary relevance problem transformation approach (BR) [40]. In this
approach, multi-labelled data are assigned as members of all applicable classes. Then, |L| binary classifiers are trained to
distinguish whether an element belongs to the lth class, where L is the set of all possible classes. The approach is similar
to the One-vs-Rest strategy (OvR) for multi-class classification, with the difference that each instance can be predicted as
members of multiple classes.

5.2.2. Classification algorithm
Given the large number of features from textual features, our feature matrix is large-scale, sparse, and high-dimensional.
From text mining literature [43,44], such problems have benefited from the use of fast and highly scalable Support Vector
Machine (SVM) algorithms. Therefore, we apply the Linear SVM package from the Scikit-Learn library [45] to learn the
mapping between our feature space and the multi-class label space. We select L1-regularization with squared hinge loss
and keep the default parameters of the package.
Two key benefits of L1-penalized Linear SVM are: implicit feature selection and feature importance ranking. By using L1
regularization (with squared hinge loss), the objective function is effectively:
min ∥ ω ∥1 +C
ω

D

(max(0, 1 − yi ωT xi ))2

(3)

i=1

where ω is the feature weight vector and ∥ · ∥1 denotes the 1-norm [43]. As a result, implicit feature selection takes place
as some coefficients in ω are forced to 0. Storing only the remaining features achieves a lightweight activity classifier,
suitable for real-time mobile use cases. Since our kernel function is linear and all our features are in the range of [0, 1],
feature importance is directly indicated by the magnitude of the coefficient element in ω [46]. This allows us to compare
the usefulness of the various feature sets.
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5.2.3. Preprocessing crowd-generated labels and post-processing model output
Aggregating the multi-labelled activity categories from crowd-workers, we can calculate the number of labels for each
activity category over number of labels received in total for an instance i, summing to 1. However, this distribution needs to
be converted into a set of binary labels for classification. To achieve this, we use a simple thresholding factor θ to binarize
the assignment of an instance to each activity category, as follows:
1,
0,


Si =

pl ≥ θ
else

∀ l ∈ L(i)

(4)

where pl is the proportion of labels in class l over all labels received for the instance i. In cases where no pl passes the
threshold, Si reduces to the single class that received the maximum number of votes. Intuitively, a low threshold θ allows
more activity categories per instances but may be susceptible to labelling noise. A higher θ utilizes majority voting to
eliminate false-positive labelling noise but reduces label cardinality and negates the effect of per instance, multi-labelling.
In addition to using multi-labelled data to conduct multi-label classification and single-labelled data to conduct multiclass classification, it is also possible to apply post-processing to use multi-labelled data to predict the main activity category
and single-labelled data to predict all applicable activity categories:
Single-labelled data for multi-label classification: The use of the OvR scheme with SVM for multi-class classification
outputs distance of an instance to each of the |L| decision functions. We post-process this vector of to extract all classes
for which an instance is on the positive side of the decision function. These classes are used as the multi-label prediction.
Multi-labelled data for single-label classification: Given the distances of an instance to all decision boundaries, we
simply post-process to select the class with the maximum positive distance to output as the final classification result.
In Section 6, we will compare the performances of both these data types for the two classification tasks.
6. Experimental validation
In this section, we first evaluate our approach in answering two key questions through the classification tasks presented
in Section 5: how accurate can we infer the main activity category from an in-situ, social media self-report? Also, how
accurate can we infer all applicable activity categories? For the first question, we evaluate our model with the standard
accuracy and F1-score metrics. To evaluate multi-label classification for the latter question, we calculate the average Jaccard
similarity coefficient (corresponding to multi-class accuracy) [40] and an adapted multi-label F1-score similar to [47] as
follows:
Accuracymulti =

F 1multi

|D|
1  |Si ∩ Yi |

|D| i=1 |Si ∪ Yi |

|L| 
1 
2 ∗ pj ∗ rj
=
ωj ∗
|L| j=1
pj + rj

(5)

(6)

where Yi is the predicted set of activity categories for instance i while Si is the ground truth activity set. The accuracy measure
for multi-label classification compares a predicted set against the ground truth set. The Jaccard similarity index is appropriate
here because its numerator gauges the amount of overlap in Si and Yi while the denominator term would penalize irrelevant
activities not found in Si . For the F1-score shown in Eq. (6), the class precision and recall of class j are depicted as pj and rj ,
respectively, while wj weighs each class by the proportion of data in class j to account for class imbalance in the dataset.
This is the same formula for how we calculate the F1-score for multi-class classification of the main activity category since
the scores are also calculated per-class.
In the latter parts of this section, we examine the details of per-class classification and quantify performance in scenarios
without location or textual features. Finally, we illustrate the interpretability of our model through data-driven vocabulary
identification to characterize each activity category.
6.1. Inferring main activity category
Using the aforementioned L1-Regularized Linear SVM described, we conduct standard 10-fold cross-validation. We
report the average testing accuracy to demonstrate the predictive ability of our approach for inferring the main activity
category from social media instances.
To study the influence of labelling ambiguity on classification performance, we sub-select instances with various levels
of labelling agreement and report the prediction approach in Fig. 6. On the secondary y-axis on the right, we plot the number
of instances remaining after agreement filtering. For comparison purposes, we also plot the accuracy and F1-score of main
activity prediction using multi-labelled data with post-processing (as described in Section 5). We set the binary thresholding
factor θ to 0.3 here and in the remaining analysis, unless otherwise specified.
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Fig. 6. Sub-selecting data with various agreement scores (x-axis), prediction performance (left y-axis) increases significantly when data contains less
labelling ambiguity. However, the amount of data also decreases, thereby eliminating the possibility to predict some lesser populated activity classes.

Comparing the use of single-labelled and multi-labelled data, we notice negligible difference in model performance.
Specifically, the maximum difference in accuracy is 2.87% when selecting data with perfect agreement while a difference of
0.1% is observed using the complete dataset. This implies the use of multi-labelled data causes negligible distraction for the
model to select the main activity category amongst all predicted activities.
Looking across the x-axis, we notice the prediction accuracy ranges between 77% and 92% as data is filtered based on level
of labelling agreement, from no filtering to selecting only those with complete labelling agreement, respectively. By filtering
with respect to labelling agreement, we remove the contribution of inadequate workers and spamming effects. However,
this process also removes inherently ambiguous instances difficult for both humans and machine learning algorithms to
classify, leading to higher model performance. Interestingly, we achieved accuracies between 70% and 84% in our earlier
work [16] using the same approach except only 3 labellers per instance. In comparison, this increase in number of labellers
to 10 per instance uniformly lifts up model performance by about 15%. Therefore, it is clearly beneficial to obtain a larger
number of opinions when crowdsourcing for activity labelling, due to the ability of majority voting to diminish noise.
6.2. Recognizing manifold activity categories
Examining how well we can recognize multi-labelled activity categories from single instances, we plot mean testing
accuracy and F1-Score in Fig. 7. We find the maximum accuracy of 74.9% when θ = 0.15. From the figure, it is apparent
that, with the post-processing to convert to multi-label output, the single-labelled model is not able to deliver similar
performances as multi-labelled model in comprehensively capturing all the applicable activities categories. Only as we
increase θ , effectively diminishing the label cardinality, do we find single-labelled model approach the performance of multilabelled model. Hence, we verify that single-labelled training data provides insufficient information to comprehensively
capture the manifold nature of social media instances.
Tuning of θ effectively makes the trade-off between labelling noise and label cardinality for the multi-labelled model.
We notice that initial values of θ < 0.15 increase performance for multi-labelled model due to the muting of labelling noise
through the label binarization process. Beyond θ = 0.15, higher binarization thresholds may artificially penalize the manifold nature of some instances, leading to slightly lower performance when multiple categories are predicted for one instance.
Another aspect we investigate is the ability of single-labelled and multi-labelled models to capture co-occurrence
of activities, or the manifold nature of instances. For this, we use a |L| × |L| matrix to illustrate the co-occurrence
likelihood of each activity category with all other activity categories. To derive the co-occurrence likelihood, we remove
the diagonal entries and normalize row-wise such that each row sums to 1. We construct such matrices for the ground
truth labels and predicted outputs from both the single-labelled and multi-labelled models. In Fig. 8, we plot the differential
heatmaps when the co-occurrence matrix of each model is subtracted from the ground truth co-occurrence matrix. Patches
with grey colouring indicate correctly predicted co-occurrences. Green patches reveal where the model under-predicted
co-occurrences while red patches reveal an over-prediction. Juxtaposing the two differential heatmaps, we show that
multi-labelled model outperforms single-labelled model with noticeably more grey patches as well as diminished colouring
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Fig. 7. Sub-selecting data with various agreement scores (x-axis) and predictive ability (left y-axis), we notice classification performance is heavily
influenced by the labelling agreement in data labels.

1

0.5

0

–0.5

–1

Fig. 8. Differential heatmaps showing the prediction errors of models trained with single-labelled data and multi-labelled data. Green patches reveal
where the model missed co-occurrences of labels while red patches show an over-prediction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where mistakes do still occur. Understandably, single-labelled model suffers from under-prediction of activity co-occurrence
(shown in green) while multi-labelled model may over-predict (shown in red).
6.3. Feature analysis for activity recognition performance
Testing with both types of input data (single and multi-labelled) for main activity prediction, we show the mean testing
accuracies in Table 3 when using all features (textual n-grams, venue categories and name, and time) as well as when venue
or text features are removed. Not surprisingly, using all features deliver the highest performance. This supports the intuition
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Comparison of F1–Scores for Different Feature Sets
Sports, Exercise, & Recreation

Work–Related

Professional Services

Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

F1–Score

0.0
Household Activities

Personal Care

Eating & Drinking

Education

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
Commuting

Consumer Purchases

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
All Features

Text & Time

Venues & Time

Single–Labelled Data

All Features

Text & Time

Venues & Time

Multi–Labelled Data

Fig. 9. A comparison of F1-Scores for classifiers trained with all features, time and text features, and time and venue type features.
Table 3
Mean testing accuracy of single and multi-labelled data with different sets
of features for main activity prediction.

Single-labelled data
Multi-labelled data

Full feature set

Text & time

Venue & time

76.81%
76.39%

73.43%
72.13%

73.71%
74.15%

that, although the type of venue constrains what activities are possible, venues of the same category do not necessarily offer
the same activities. As a result, textual features are able to make fine-grained adjustments on top of coarse discrimination
by venue features, delivering additional gains in prediction accuracy.
We notice negligible difference between the use of textual features and venue features. This is significant since,
practically, we may not always have access to location-based services or venue type information, due to privacy or power
consumption concerns. Then, our feature set would only include time and n-gram features. Therefore, we expect the lack of
a geo-lookup service to not significantly decrease activity recognition performance, as long as the textual content generated
is of similar nature to that shared onto online social networks. Although time-based features are free, the overall accuracy
with just those features is poor at 43%.
In Fig. 9, we visualize the F1-scores achieved with the three different feature combinations. Since each F1-score measures
the ability to correctly infer the main activity category, we facet over the 10 activity categories. Within each sub-plot, we
compare the performance of the single-labelled data with multi-labelled data and notice little differences (mostly between
0.0 and 0.03), which agrees with our earlier illustration of overall F1-score in Fig. 7. However, comparing the performance
between activity categories, we notice some large performance differences between activity categories. Corresponding
activity-specific performance with quantity of instances for that category, we notice the less reported activities on social
media platforms suffer in performance (e.g. Household Activities, Personal Care, Professional Services). We discuss potential
solutions to overcome the data bias of leveraging social media platforms in the discussion section.
6.4. Data-driven vocabulary of activities
By sorting the magnitude of feature coefficients of a fitted model, ω, we can extract the most distinguishing features
for each activity category. In Table 4, we extract up to 25 features with the highest positive feature coefficients for each
class. While the model is clearly prone to noise, the mix of venue categories (in bold) and textual n-grams (in quotes) are
quite intuitive. This is especially true for activity categories with higher F1-scores (e.g. Sports, Exercise, & Recreation). By

‘‘breakfast’’, ‘‘lunch’’, ‘‘beer’’, ‘‘drink’’, ‘‘snack’’, ‘‘eat’’, ‘‘food’’, ‘‘fri’’,
‘‘cocktail’’, ‘‘chees’’, ‘‘dinner’’, ‘‘fresh’’, ‘‘coffe’’, ‘‘pork’’, ‘‘chowder’’, ‘‘#beer’’,
‘‘sandwich’’, ‘‘#food’’, ‘‘chocol’’, ‘‘toast’’, ‘‘bbq’’, ‘‘bar’’, ‘‘tast’’
‘‘scienc’’, College Classroom, ‘‘colleg’’, Library, Community College,
College Lab, College Academic Building, College Administrative
Building, College Arts Building, General College & University,
University, High School, ‘‘institut’’, Trade School, History Museum,
Medical School, ‘‘univers’’, ‘‘school’’
Outdoors & Recreation, Laundry Service, Residential Building
(Apartment / Condo), Comedy Club, Home (private)
Emergency Room, Hostel, Nail Salon, Assisted Living, City, Salon /
Barbershop, Dessert Shop, Park
‘‘(@’’, Courthouse, Government Building, Post Office, ‘‘bank america’’,
Salon / Barbershop, Nail Salon, Hospital, Rental Car Location, Tattoo
Parlor, Doctor’s Office, Automotive Shop, Bank, Cosmetics Shop,
Laundry Service

‘‘commut’’, ‘‘toll’’, ‘‘car’’, ‘‘station -’’, ‘‘way home’’, ‘‘muni’’, ‘‘80’’, ‘‘termin’’, College Auditorium,
Subway, Train Station, Platform, ‘‘(j,’’, ‘‘ride’’,Taxi,‘‘portal’’, ‘‘home’’, ‘‘drive’’, ‘‘ferri’’, ‘‘train’’,
‘‘mission district’’, ‘‘alamo squar’’, ‘‘octavia’’, ‘‘j,’’

‘‘jest’’, ‘‘buy’’, ‘‘. size’’, ‘‘store’’, ‘‘bought’’, ‘‘shop’’, ‘‘bag’’, ‘‘collect’’, ‘‘shirt’’, ‘‘fabric’’, ‘‘sale’’, ‘‘$’’,
‘‘box’’, ‘‘new’’, ‘‘shoe’’, Racetrack, ‘‘need’’, Department Store,‘‘farm’’, ‘‘choos.’’, ‘‘color’’, Video
Store, Hardware Store, ‘‘light bookstor’’, Hot Spring

‘‘breakfast’’, ‘‘chees’’, ‘‘lunch’’, ‘‘beer’’, ‘‘food’’, ‘‘breweri’’, ‘‘chowder’’, ‘‘blossom’’, ‘‘eat’’, ‘‘rice’’,
‘‘mushroom’’, ‘‘dinner’’, ‘‘toast’’, ‘‘sandwich’’, ‘‘delici’’, ‘‘ghirardelli squar’’, ‘‘tomato’’, ‘‘coffe’’,
‘‘soup’’, ‘‘dessert’’, ‘‘fri’’, ‘‘meal’’, ‘‘#food’’, ‘‘truck’’, ‘‘water’’

‘‘colleg’’, ‘‘scienc’’, ‘‘@calacademi (san’’, College Administrative Building, College Classroom,
Community College, College Lab, College Academic Building, ‘‘univers’’, ‘‘school’’, Library,
College Arts Building, ‘‘learn’’, Medical School, General College & University, University,
History Museum, Trade School, Music School, Temple, Student Center, ‘‘art’’, ‘‘institut’’,
‘‘@twitter’’, Dentist’s Office

Outdoors & Recreation, Laundry Service, Comedy Club, Light Rail, Residential Building
(Apartment / Condo), Pet Store, Home (private)

‘‘. week’’, Emergency Room, Hostel, Assisted Living, Nail Salon, City, Fast Food Restaurant,
Salon / Barbershop, ‘‘nail’’, Other Great Outdoors, Dessert Shop, Park

Courthouse, Government Building, ‘‘(@’’, Post Office, Salon / Barbershop, ‘‘check’’, ‘‘bank
america’’, Nail Salon, Military Base, ‘‘xxi’’, Rental Car Location, Bank, Tattoo Parlor, Resort,
Automotive Shop, Hospital, Doctor’s Office, ‘‘gener hospit’’, Cosmetics Shop, Speakeasy

‘‘good time’’, ‘‘area’’, ‘‘mr.’’, ‘‘churchil’’, ‘‘background’’, ‘‘parti’’, ‘‘rememb’’, ‘‘picnic presidio grid’’,
‘‘music’’, ‘‘babi’’, ‘‘night’’, ‘‘daughter’’, ‘‘idol’’, ‘‘pictur’’, ‘‘birthday’’, ‘‘downtown’’, ‘‘wash cafe’’,
‘‘ladi’’, ‘‘#baybridg’’, ‘‘#art’’, ‘‘human’’, ‘‘photo’’, ‘‘uncl’’, ‘‘rainbow’’, ‘‘scene’’

‘‘golf’’, ‘‘yoga’’, ‘‘mile’’, ‘‘trail’’, ‘‘lake merc’’, ‘‘bike’’, ‘‘& t’’, ‘‘giant’’, ‘‘(@ sport’’, ‘‘sport’’, ‘‘ride’’,
‘‘south beach’’, ‘‘aid walk’’, ‘‘t’’, ‘‘run’’, ‘‘center northern california’’, ‘‘beat’’, ‘‘workout’’, ‘‘gate
park’’, Gym / Fitness Center, Basketball Stadium, Climbing Gym, Tennis Court, Football
Stadium, ‘‘rang’’

‘‘inman’’, ‘‘confer’’, ‘‘work’’, ‘‘interview’’, ‘‘21a’’, ‘‘cowork’’, ‘‘job’’, ‘‘talk’’, ‘‘techshop’’, ‘‘offic’’, ‘‘.
readi’’, ‘‘autofuss’’, ‘‘media’’, ‘‘shoot’’, ‘‘meet’’, ‘‘#herb’’, ‘‘power’’, ‘‘releas’’, ‘‘tomorrow night’’,
‘‘#san’’, ‘‘featur’’, ‘‘mobilebeat’’, ‘‘lab’’, ‘‘hq’’, ‘‘studio’’

Commuting

Consumer Purchases

Eating & Drinking

Education

Household Activities

Personal Care

Professional Services

Socializing, Relaxing, &
Leisure

Sports, Exercise, &
Recreation

Work-Related

‘‘work’’, ‘‘inman’’, ‘‘confer’’, ‘‘job’’, ‘‘tomorrow night’’, ‘‘interview’’, ‘‘offic’’,
‘‘power’’, ‘‘@ fort mason’’, ‘‘releas’’, ‘‘custom’’, ‘‘desk’’, ‘‘team’’, ‘‘talk’’,
‘‘intern’’, ‘‘come’’, ‘‘cowork’’, ‘‘meet’’, ‘‘hq’’, ‘‘help’’, ‘‘excit’’, ‘‘finish’’

‘‘yoga’’, ‘‘golf’’, ‘‘giant’’, ‘‘aid walk’’, ‘‘mile’’, ‘‘run’’, ‘‘& t’’, ‘‘hous air’’,
‘‘workout’’, ‘‘sport’’, ‘‘cup’’, ‘‘bike’’, ‘‘t’’, ‘‘ride’’, Climbing Gym, Gym / Fitness
Center, ‘‘@ lake’’, Gym, Tennis Court

‘‘hang’’, ‘‘parti’’, ‘‘boat’’, ‘‘pictur’’, ‘‘casa’’, ‘‘birthday’’, ‘‘babi’’, ‘‘girl’’, ‘‘spend’’,
‘‘photo’’, ‘‘peopl’’, ‘‘kid’’, ‘‘celebr’’, ‘‘friend’’, ‘‘night’’, ‘‘music’’

‘‘jest’’, ‘‘sale’’, ‘‘buy’’, ‘‘store’’, ‘‘collect’’, ‘‘box’’, ‘‘shop’’, ‘‘color’’, ‘‘shoe’’,
‘‘new’’, ‘‘fabric’’, ‘‘shirt’’, ‘‘$’’, ‘‘bought’’, ‘‘. size’’

Top Vocabulary (Multi-Labelled Data)
‘‘drive’’, ‘‘commut’’, ‘‘car’’, ‘‘bridg toll’’, ‘‘cross’’, ‘‘muni’’, ‘‘home’’, ‘‘way
home’’, Subway, Train Station, Platform, ‘‘ride’’, Bus Line, Boat or Ferry,
Bus Station, ‘‘ferri’’, Taxi

Top Vocabulary (Single-Labelled Data)

Category

Table 4
Top 25 most indicative text (in quotes) and venue features (in bold) for each activity category.
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interpreting the model, it is interesting to notice that the activities which are constrained to specific locations (e.g. school
buildings for Education or banks for obtaining Professional Services) have more venue features in their top 25. On the
other hand, activities less constrained by venue (e.g. Socializing, Relaxing, & Leisure and Eating & Drinking) are more
distinguishable by textual n-grams.
7. Limitations & discussion
Even though we show the highly predictive nature of leveraging implicit signals from people’s natural interaction with
their smartphones, it is ultimately only one source of information. As such, its information content biases towards certain
activities regularly reported on social media platforms. From Fig. 9, we note the imbalance of predictability across different
activity classes. To comprehensively capture the wide variety of high-level daily activities, other information sources
(e.g. physical sensor data) should be fused into the final activity recognition chain. This would be especially helpful for
activity recognition in situations where the general population is unlikely to engage with social media platforms (e.g. workrelated activities). For scalability, commercially available devices such as wrist-based smart-watches and mobile phones
would be useful to collect and predict such activities.
However, our approach as is would already have useful applications. Similar to [30], the use of crowd-generated
textual features allow us to make fine-grained activity discoveries. This fine-grained information would provide valuable
insight for tourists who may be unfamiliar with the extraordinary function of a local venue. For example, our approach
could reveal a bar is popular for its darts tournaments or a university terrace offers a panoramic view of the city.
One way to enable such a feature would be to allow free-form text queries into our model and generate heatmaps
representing likelihoods of keywords. In addition, by defining a comprehensive set of activity classes a priori and conducting
classification of unstructured signals into manifold activity distributions, we can also assess the activity composition
of a venue in an aggregated and structured manner. For example, we would be able to provide multi-purpose venue
owners (e.g. shopping centres) with structured information on how people are utilizing their facilities as a composition of
activity classes (e.g. proportion of people shopping, eating and drinking, and conducting leisurely activities). Furthermore,
the standardization gained from structured classification of activities would enable direct semantic comparison between
different urban spaces in terms of actual usage. This information would be quite informative to urban planners when
designing and/or monitoring the interaction of residents and urban spaces.
From Table 4, we see some highly indicative vocabulary as n-grams that are relatively specific to San Francisco
(e.g. ‘‘giant’’, ‘‘mission district’’, ‘‘lake merc’’). Although this indicates overfitting of our model to one geographical region, it
would be straightforward to obtain separate supervised models for other metropolitan areas (e.g. New York). Then, a simple
GPS lookup or user-input can select the appropriate city-scale model for activity recognition.
Finally, we have relied heavily on tweets deemed as location-specific ‘‘check-ins’’. Although this can be indicative of
stationary activities, spatially transient activities (e.g. the Commuting) would naturally suffer. One way to remedy this would
be to consider sequences of GPS readings to recognize the method of locomotion as in [27]. In addition, we believe another
‘‘free’’ data source that could also complement the activity recognition chain is population-wide time-use data. Although
we have incorporated time as a feature and show it is not entirely indicative, we have only trained the time feature from a
limited pool of social media users. This can be improved by taking advantage of population-scale time-use data for activity
prediction as attempted in [12,13]. Ultimately, the combination of traditional sensor data, time use surveys, and social media
data, altogether would deliver the best performance.
8. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we argue for the feasibility and benefit of using social media data as an approach to conduct automatic
in-situ activity inference. By regarding the user as our most informative ‘‘sensor’’, we implicitly and naturalistically obtain
rich and comprehensive signals without any instrumentation effort. Although the abundance and widespread geographic
availability is very appealing, the data is unstructured and can be ambiguous, even for human labellers. Furthermore, our
data characterization shows significant skew in social media data for covering various types of daily activities.
Despite these challenges, we successfully show that machine learning techniques can be employed to infer the main
activity category as well as the manifold activity categories embedded in one social media instance. Comparing singlelabelled and multi-labelled training data, we find that multi-label-trained models perform similarly as single-label-trained
models for main activity recognition, with average testing accuracy of 76%. However, the multi-label-trained model is able
to outperform the single-label-trained model by more than 20% (at 75% accuracy) when recognizing multiple activities
embedded in a single instance. Examining per-class recognition performance, we notice high correspondences with number
of instances available.
To address the limitation of data imbalance from social media platforms, we intend to complement our approach with
other activity recognition approaches, such as the use of wearable devices and population-scale, time-use and travel survey
data. Also, we intend to realize a mobile system able to conduct real-time activity recognition. As demonstrated by Kim
et al., smartphone-based location gathering and in-field classification for activities is highly feasible and scalable for a
large number of users [48,49]. We believe our approach of classifying for activities based on user-generated text should
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be feasible, partially due to the light-weight nature of the L1-regularized SVM used. With such trials, we look forward to
in-field validation of our approach.
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